
#AskMeWhere Promotional 

Contest: October 2018

Have you ever seen someone in an #AskMeWhereImGoingToCollege shirt and 

wondered where they are now? Are you a former Career Compass student who 

owns an old school Ask Me Where I'm Going to College t-shirt? Here's the chance to 

win an Amazon gift card just for telling us where you went to college!  

Any former Career Compass student is eligible to enter the contest. They 

must be wearing an Ask Me Where I’m Going to College shirt in their entry 

picture and they must provide the information detailed under "Terms." 

They must also include contact information for prize collection. 

Eligibility and Instructions

Contest Close and Entry Date

The contest period will open Monday, October 15, 2018 at 8 a.m. Central 

Time and end on midnight of Friday, November 9, 2018. The winner and 

runner up will be announced Monday, November 12.

Terms of Entering Contest

Former Career Compass students and current college and post-secondary 

students can enter the contest one of two ways: 

 

ENTRY OPTION 1: Student's picture is taken by a Career Compass 

employee. and tags @careercompassla either in photo or in the caption of 

that photo. Student must consent to have picture taken. 

 

ENTRY OPTION 2: A former student posts a picture on Instagram and tags 

@careercompassla either in photo or in the caption of that photo.  

 

The former student MUST be displaying their Ask Me Where I’m Going to 

College shirt in the photo and must provide the following information: 

 

Full name, Instagram username or some form of contact info, former high 

school, current post-secondary school, chosen major. Information such as 

their college & career coach's name, or how Career Compass helped them, 

is encouraged as well!  



Prize Drawing and Prize

Students' names will be entered into a registry and randomly chosen from 

at the end of the contest period. The chosen winner will receive a $75 

Amazon gift card, with a runner-up receiving a $25 Amazon gift card. 

Winners will be announced on Instagram and Facebook and contacted 

through Instagram or their contact information given at time of entry. 

Prizes will be awarded online in form of Amazon access code. Winners 

have up to a month after the closing of the contest to claim their prize.

Additional Necessary Terms

This promotion requires the complete release of Instagram by each 

entrant and it is hereby acknowledged that this contest is in no way 

sponsored, endorsed, or administered by, or associated with, Instagram.  

 

Use of any form of social media besides Instagram as a means of entry 

into contest will not count as a valid entry. Instagram must be used as 

means of entry into contest.  

 

In case of photo taken by Career Compass coach, employee, or social 

media team: Since former students are of college age or greater, it is 

therefore implied that entrants are 18+, thereby not requiring formal 

waivers to be signed upon photo taking. In the case of a coach/ 

employee/social media team nomination, the student (not the 

employee) will be the winner of the contest. 

 

By entering this contest, the owner of the photo grants Career Compass 

the right to use the photo. 

 

Both winning and non-winning photos will be posted on social media. 

 

Multiple entries from the same student will be accepted.
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